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Books are made out of paper and we cut trees to make paper. 
Trees are like the source of knowledge and the means to pass on 
information. This Tree hollow reveals some of the ideas that guide 
the design of the little free library. Reading is exploring the mystery 
of life and indulging yourself into a wonderland just like how a tree 
hollow symbolizes the mystery of a tree. The bark around the tree 
hollow introduces the elevating steps of the library and indicates the 
undulating hills in the Palouse. Rainbow color is reflecting the scenery 
in Palouse as sunset spreads on the hill turning the land into a rainbow 
color prospect. Gaining knowledge is like the rainbow, you would 
never know where it ends but the process is always fascinating.

Process

http://www.chipphillipsphotography.com/Landscapes/Inland/i-xk4Dsk8/4/O/Sunset%20Glow%20Palouse.jpg



Ipe Decking
Specifications: 2”x12”x 9’
$20.17 / per linear foot
23 feet is needed
Manufacturer: Ipe Depot
http://www.ipedepot.com/picelist01.htm
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Use dowel joint 
to connect the 
backboard with the 
wooden strips, and 
give it extra strength 
by screwing them 
into place
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Detail Specifications Material

Acrylic Panel
ACRYLITE® extruded (FF)Colorless 0A000 GT
Thickness: 0.06-0.944 inch
$2.03 / sqft
Need 2 sqft
Manufacturer: Evonik Industry
http://www.acrylite-shop.com/US/us/acrylite-/extruded-f0p5v3qaql1.html

Wooden strips- painted 
and use dowel joint to 
connect them together 
and form the shape

Smaller wooden 
panel extrudes inside 
to create a tight seal 
between the door 
and the bookcase.
Attach this panel with 
screws.

Door hinge

Use both inner 
and outer wooden 
panel to sandwich 
the acrylic panel.

Smaller wooden 
panel extrudes inside 
to create a tight seal 
between the door and 
the bookcase.

Use screw to connect 
the handle with the 
door. The back of the 
handle is a magnetic 
latch.

Screw a 
magnetic 
latch to let 
the door close 
tightly.

Door hinge

Create a hole 
from wooden 
strips to screw the 
post in place.

Outdoor Paint
Resilient Paint
$25 per quart
We need 1 quart for each color.
Manufacturer: Sherwin Williams
http://www.sherwin-williams.com/architects-specifiers-designers/color/find-and-explore-colors/paint-colors-by-family/

Total cost
20.17*23+13.82*2+2.03*2+25*7+16.99+12.97= 700.57

T4-850 4 in. Square Wood Post Anchor
Assembled Depth: 4 in
Product Height: 34 in
$16.99 / piece
Manufacturer: The Home Depot
http://www.homedepot.com/p/Oz-Post-T4-850-4-in-Square-Wood-Post-Anchor-30182/203215009

Real Red
SW 6868

Invigorate
SW 6886

Forsythia
SW 6907

Center Stage
SW 6920

Calypso
SW 6950

Blue Plate
SW 6796

Ice Plant
SW 6847
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4 in. x 4 in. x 8 ft. Clear Cedar Wood Post
Lumber quality: Premium
$12.97/ each
Manufacturer: The Home Depot
http://www.homedepot.com/p/Unbranded-4-in-x-4-in-x-8-ft-Clear-Cedar-Lumber-264784/204723742

Cherry Dowel Rod 1’’
Thickness: 1’’ diameter
Lengths: 36’’
$13.82 each. We need 2.
Manufacturer: Wood Workers
http://www.woodworkerssource.com/dc1-p-6_wood_dowels.html

Use dowel joint to 
connect the ipe 
decking to form a 
bigger panel.


